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While the Postal Service has

What the OIG Found

The U.S. Postal Service’s electronic travel voucher system, is
a web-based travel system used by about
employees.
The system allows employees and managers to, respectively,
create and approve travel vouchers online.

While the Postal Service has made efforts to improve the security
of the travel voucher system, opportunities exist to strengthen
the system’s security posture. Specifically, we found
unique
vulnerabilities on the servers and databases that adversely impact
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the system.
of the
were critical vulnerabilities, but
of those can
be corrected with a software upgrade. The remaining , while
critical, do not pose an immediate threat to the system.

made efforts to improve the
security of the travel voucher
system, opportunities exist
to strengthen the system’s
security posture.

During fiscal year 2016, the system processed over
travel vouchers totaling
million.
In order for travel voucher payments to be accurate
and timely, the system must be secured to ensure the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of system resources.
The Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability Triad is a model
designed to guide policies for information security within an
organization and its three elements are regarded as the most
crucial to security.
Our objective was to assess travel voucher system servers
and databases to determine whether they comply with current
Postal Service security requirements and industry best
practices; and whether they pose a risk to the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of the system.
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of the
servers and databases comprising the travel
voucher system were not secured in accordance with current
Postal Service information security requirements and industry best
practices. Specifically, risks to system confidentiality exist because
data can be sent and received through insecure connections.
System integrity and availability could be impacted by
operating systems running vulnerable software versions.
We also found servers and databases that were placed into
the production environment prior to having approved security
standards. Specifically, we identified
servers running a
operating system that was secured using
standards,
which were not all compatible and lacked the enhanced security
features of newer releases. Also, databases were configured
using Postal Service security standards designed for prior
database versions.
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These issues occurred because management did not
provide appropriate oversight to ensure the required system
configurations were applied, and management did not
implement approved security standards because they are still
testing the settings to ensure system compatibility.

We recommended management configure servers and
databases that comprise the travel voucher system according
to requirements outlined in Handbook AS-805, Information
Security, requirements and platform-specific security standards.
We also recommended management review software installed
on the
operating systems hosting
the travel voucher system and remove or update vulnerable
software. Management should also develop and issue
enterprise-wide security standards for the
operating system.
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These vulnerabilities could increase the risk of unauthorized
disclosure of sensitive data, data corruption, and denial of
service and could adversely impact the confidentiality, integrity,
and availability of the travel voucher system.

What the OIG Recommended
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April 7, 2017
MEMORANDUM FOR:
				

JEFFREY C. JOHNSON
VICE PRESIDENT, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

				
				

MAURA A. MCNERNEY
VICE PRESIDENT, CONTROLLER

				
				
				

GREGORY S. CRABB
CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER AND
VICE PRESIDENT, DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

Findings

				

FROM: 			
Kimberly F. Benoit
				
Deputy Assistant Inspector General
				   for Technology

Recommendations

SUBJECT:

Audit Report – System Vulnerability Assessment
(Report Number IT-AR-17-004)

This report presents the results of the System Vulnerability Assessment
(Project Number 16TG019IT000).
We appreciate the cooperation and courtesies provided by your staff. If you have any
questions or need additional information, please contact Jason Yovich, Director,
Information Technology, or me at 703-248-2100.
Attachment
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cc: Corporate Audit and Response Management
Deputy Chief Information Security Officer
Manager, Cybersecurity Engineering
Manager, Computer Operations
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Introduction
This report presents the results of our self-initiated vulnerability assessment of the U.S. Postal Service’s electronic travel voucher
system (Project Number 16TG019IT000). Our objective was to assess travel voucher system servers and databases to determine
whether they comply with current Postal Service security requirements and industry best practices and whether they pose any risk to
the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the system. See Appendix A for additional information about this audit.
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The Postal Service’s travel voucher system is a web-based travel request and voucher reimbursement management system that
supports about
employees and managers and allows them to, respectively, create and approve travel vouchers.
. However, the system does not contain credit card information.
Safeguarding information resources is essential to maintaining the trust of the Postal Service’s customers and ensuring these
resources are available is critical to business continuity. The Confidentiality,2 Integrity,3 and Availability4 Triad is a model designed
to guide policies for information security within an organization and its three elements are regarded as the most crucial to security.
We performed this vulnerability assessment to determine what risks in these areas exist for the system.

Findings

Availability

Integrity

People or applications have access
to information in a timely and
reliable way: simply put, it is
available when it is needed.

Information cannot be updated
(that is, created, modified)
without authorization

Recommendations

Security
Model

Confidentiality
Information is only disclosed to authorized parties.

Appendices

CIA Triad
1
2
3
4
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Any data that could potentially identify a specific individual.
A set of rules that limits access to information.
The assurance that the information is trustworthy and accurate.
A guarantee of reliable access to the information by authorized people.
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For the

components

scanned, we identified
unique vulnerabilities that
present either a critical, high,
or medium risk that could
impact system functionality and
data integrity if exploited.

While the Postal Service has made efforts to improve the security of its travel voucher system, opportunities exist to strengthen the
system’s security posture. Specifically,
of
servers and databases comprising the system were not secured in accordance
with current Postal Service information security requirements and industry best practices. We also found
unique5 vulnerabilities
and non-compliant settings on the servers and databases we scanned. In addition, we found servers and databases that were
placed into the production environment before they had approved security standards for
and
These issues occurred because Computer Operations management did not provide appropriate oversight to ensure required
system configurations were applied.
In addition, management did not have approved security standards6 because the Corporate Information Security Office (CISO) is
still testing settings to ensure system compatibility.
These vulnerabilities adversely impact the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the travel voucher system. Compromise of the
system could result in
, inability to process travel requests, and delays in payment of travel vouchers.

System Vulnerabilities and Compliance Settings

Findings

Servers and databases comprising the travel voucher system were not appropriately secured and were not in compliance with
current Postal Service security requirements and industry best practices.7 For the
components scanned, we identified
unique vulnerabilities that present either a critical, high, or medium risk that could impact system functionality and
data integrity if exploited.
For example, we found:

Recommendations

■■ The web application uses an insecure encryption version
across the network.
■■ Outdated anti-virus software installed on servers running

for moving data

operating systems.

■■ Database settings that allow data to be sent and received through insecure connections.

Appendices

Table 1 shows a summary of the critical, high, and medium-risk vulnerabilities identified.

5
6
7
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The number of single instances, by application, of identified vulnerabilities. Some vulnerabilities may exist on multiple servers and databases.
Postal Service security standards provide the requirements for ensuring all unnecessary services are disabled, security-related patches are applied, configuration settings
are set up correctly, and additional measures are taken.
Handbook AS-805, Information Security, Section 10-2.3.1, Hardening Servers, and Section 8-2.4.4, Patch Management, dated May 2015. Security Standards for
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Table 1. System Vulnerabilities by Level of Severity

System

Number of Systems
Scanned

Vulnerabilities by Level of Severity
Critical

High

Medium

Total Unique
Vulnerabilities

of these vulnerabilities, system
administrators took corrective
action to remediate
the

of

vulnerabilities.
Source: U.S. Postal Service Office of Inspector General (OIG) Nessus, GFI Languard, HP WebInspect, and AppDetective scanning tool results.

These vulnerabilities occurred because management did not provide ongoing oversight to ensure appropriate system
configurations were applied. Specifically, an outdated version of
accounted for
percent of the vulnerabilities for the
operating system. In addition, some software updates were not applied because the Information Technology Engineering
and Architecture group had not completed testing of the settings to ensure system compatibility.
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After we notified management

Compromise of these vulnerabilities could also put the
availability of the system at risk by allowing unauthorized changes to the system or disruption of service.

Recommendations

After we notified management of these vulnerabilities, system administrators took corrective action to remediate
of the
vulnerabilities:

Appendices

■■
■■

medium-risk vulnerabilities relating to the web application and insecure encryption

■■

medium-risk vulnerabilities relating to

8
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critical-risk and four high-risk vulnerabilities for

OIG WebInspect scans identified a critical vulnerability on the travel voucher web page. The Postal Service was aware of the vulnerability from prior internally conducted
scans and intends to fix it. Based on the Postal Service’s existing knowledge of the critical vulnerability, we will not make a recommendation for it.
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Approved Security Standards
Management did not have approved security standards (referred to as “hardening standards”) in place prior to placing travel
voucher system servers and databases into production, as required by policy.9 Specifically, we identified:
■■

operating systems that were secured using
security standards. We identified
configuration settings that did not comply with these standards. Also, the
operating system
has features that are not in the
standards, such as a more restrictive maximum password age of
, a maximum
password length of
characters, and enhanced features for
and

■■

databases were configured using Postal Service security standards designed for prior database versions.12
Management has not approved an
security standard.

Table of Contents

If outdated hardening standards
are used to configure the travel
voucher system servers and
databases, the system could be
susceptible to vulnerabilities
that are not accounted for in the
outdated hardening standards.

This occurred because the
security standard is still in draft and undergoing testing to ensure the settings
are compatible. Further,
databases were configured using security standards for a previous version because CISO
has not approved security standards for the current
version. If outdated hardening standards are used to configure the
travel voucher system servers and databases, the system could be susceptible to vulnerabilities that are not accounted for in the
outdated hardening standards.
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Other Matters

Recommendations

During our audit, it came to our attention that management did not track and decommission assets timely.13 We identified
four servers running the
operating system that were assigned to the travel voucher system production
environment in May 2014. Although these assets were accounted for under the travel voucher system inventory, they were not
used for over two years and were only decommissioned in response to this audit. This delay occurred because business owners
opted to migrate directly from
to
and did not coordinate the decommissioning of
these servers.

Appendices

Decommissioning unused servers reduces costs and eliminates a prime target for hackers, who could exploit them for distributeddenial-of-service attacks, sending spam, or staging points for the exfiltration of stolen data. In response to our audit, the
Postal Service performed corrective action by decommissioning unused servers running
.

9
10
11
12
13
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Handbook AS-805, Section 10-2.3.1, Hardening Servers.
Allows for advanced firewall configuration settings.
Enables administrators to apply access-control permissions and restrictions based on well-defined rules.
Security Hardening Standards
Handbook AS-805, Section 8-2.4.1, Configuration Component Inventory.
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1. Configure the travel voucher
operating systems according to Handbook AS-805, Information
Security, requirements and approved platform specific security standards.

We recommend management

Table of Contents

We recommend the Vice President, Information Technology, direct the Manager, Computer Operations, to:

configure servers and databases
that comprise the travel
voucher system according to
requirements, review software
installations, and remove or
update vulnerable software.

2. Review installed software on travel voucher servers hosting the
security updates.

operating systems and apply current

3. Configure the travel voucher system database servers according to Handbook AS-805, Information Security, requirements and
approved platform-specific security standards.
We recommend the Chief Information Security Officer and Vice President, Digital Solutions, direct the Manager, Cybersecurity
Engineering, to:
4. Finalize testing and issue enterprise-wide hardening standards for the
5. Develop and issue enterprise-wide hardening standards for the

operating systems.
databases.

Management’s Comments
Findings

Management agreed with the findings and recommendations in the report and stated they have begun to take corrective action.
Regarding recommendation 1, management is currently finalizing the
Hardening Standards. Once finalized,
Enterprise Access Infrastructure will configure the travel voucher
operating systems in accordance with
the finalized hardening standards. Management plans to complete these actions by September 30, 2017.

Recommendations

Regarding recommendation 2, management plans to apply the recommended security updates for the travel voucher servers in
the next change release by April 30, 2017.
Regarding recommendation 3, management has finalized
database hardening standards and is in the process of
configuring the travel voucher system
databases accordingly. Management plans to complete these actions by
September 30, 2017.
Regarding recommendation 4, management has drafted
hardening standards.
has reviewed the
draft, which is based on best practices from the National Institute of Standards and Technology and Defense Information Systems
Agency’s Security Technical Implementation Guide. The hardening standards are currently undergoing testing. A risk acceptance
letter is also being drafted until additional updates can be issued and distributed enterprise-wide. Management plans to complete
these actions by June 30, 2017.

Appendices

Regarding recommendation 5, management stated they have developed and issued enterprise-wide hardening standards for the
databases. Management stated they have completed the actions for this recommendation and requested closure upon
issuance of the final report.
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See Appendix B for management’s comments in their entirety.

Evaluation of Management’s Comments
The OIG considers management’s comments responsive to the recommendations in the report and the corrective action proposed
should resolve the issues identified.
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Regarding recommendation 5, management has provided us a copy of the hardening standards for
databases, but has
not provided support showing they have distributed these standards enterprise-wide. Therefore, this recommendation will remain
open until we receive support showing these standards have been distributed.
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All recommendations require OIG concurrence before closure. Consequently, the OIG requests written confirmation when
corrective actions are completed. Recommendations should not be closed in the Postal Service’s follow-up tracking system until
the OIG provides written confirmation that the recommendations can be closed.
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Background
The Postal Service relies solely on its travel voucher system to process travel requests and reimburse travel expenses. The travel
voucher system is a web-based travel and expense voucher management system that is
This system is owned and maintained by the Postal Service’s chief financial officer
and executive vice president, and is part of the Finance Relationship Management portfolio. The travel voucher system allows
employees and managers to, respectively, create and approve travel vouchers online through the web browser at their workstation.
This system should be appropriately secured to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of system data and resources.
Interruptions in system availability could cause delays for employees requesting travel expense reimbursement. In fiscal year
2016, the system processed
travel vouchers totaling
.
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Appendix A:
Additional Information

The OIG conducts security vulnerability assessment tests to ensure computer systems provide an appropriate level of security
commensurate with the criticality of the system and the information contained on the system. The tools used to perform the
vulnerability scans are AppDetective,14 GFI Languard,15 HP WebInspect,16 and Nessus.17

Objective, Scope, and Methodology

Findings

The objective of this audit was to assess the security of the servers and databases comprising the travel voucher system
and to determine if they comply with current Postal Service’s security requirements and industry best practices to ensure the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the system. We limited the scope of our scans to production servers and databases
comprising the travel voucher system application. In addition, we used the Postal Service’s customer acceptance testing (CAT)
environment to scan the web application to prevent disruption to the production environment.
In order to accomplish our objective, we:
■■ Obtained and reviewed Postal Service policies, procedures, and security standards relevant to this audit.

Recommendations

■■ Extracted data for servers and databases comprising the travel voucher system from network diagrams,
We
used this information to identify the system attributes, IP address subnet ranges, asset inventory, and other relevant information.
■■ Used information from the Information Technology Performance and Risk Information System Risk Model to determine if the
travel voucher system was affected by any known security incidents or malware.

Appendices

14 Database vulnerability assessment software used to identify and remediate vulnerabilities, configuration errors, rogue installations, and access
issues in database deployments.
15 A network security scanner and patch management tool that allows the ability to scan, detect, assess, and rectify security vulnerabilities.
16 An automated and configurable web application security and penetration testing tool that mimics real-world hacking techniques and attacks, enabling the user to
thoroughly analyze complex web applications and services for security vulnerabilities.
17 A vulnerability and configuration assessment product that features high-speed discovery, configuration auditing, asset profiling, sensitive data discovery, patch
management integration, and vulnerability analysis.
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■■ Performed automated scans using Nessus, GFI Languard, HP WebInspect, and AppDetective on the
servers and databases
that comprise the travel voucher system. Prior to conducting the scans, we tested the tools in the CAT environment.
■■ Analyzed scan results and compared them to Postal Service policies and industry best practices to measure compliance and
identify vulnerabilities on resources supporting the travel voucher system.

Table of Contents

■■ Identified Center for Information Security best practices to configure scanning tools where specific Postal Service criteria was
not in place.
■■ Leveraged advanced techniques to analyze data using tools such as PERL, MySQL, Microsoft SQL, and Excel to generate
our results. Based on our analysis, we determined the severity ranking and Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) and
mapped them to the Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability Triad.
■■ Provided the data analysis to appropriate Postal Service management. We conducted interviews with Postal Service
management to determine the root cause for non-compliance with Postal Service policy and identified potential compensating
controls for the confirmed vulnerabilities.

Findings

We conducted this performance audit from September 2016 through April 2017, in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards and included such tests of internal controls as we considered necessary under the circumstances.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective. We discussed our observations and conclusions with
management on February 27, 2017, and included their comments where appropriate.

Recommendations

We assessed the reliability of computer-generated data by reviewing related documentation, interviewing knowledgeable
Postal Service officials, reviewing related internal controls, and analyzing scan data. We determined that the data was sufficiently
reliable for the purposes of this report.

Prior Audit Coverage

Appendices

The OIG did not identify any prior audits or reviews related to the objective of this audit.
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Contact us via our Hotline and FOIA forms.
Follow us on social networks.
Stay informed.
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1735 North Lynn Street
Arlington, VA 22209-2020
(703) 248-2100
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